The neutron-unbound nucleus 15Be was observed for the first time. It was populated using neutron transfer from a deuterated polyethylene target with a 59 MeV/u 14Be beam. Neutrons were measured in coincidence with outgoing 14Be particles and the reconstructed decay energy spectrum exhibits a resonance at 1.8(1) MeV. This corresponds to 15Be being unbound by 0.45 MeV more then 16Be thus significantly hindering the sequential two-neutron decay of 16Be to 14Be through this state.
The neutron-unbound nucleus 15 Be was observed for the first time. It was populated using neutron transfer from a deuterated polyethylene target with a 59 MeV/u 14 Be beam. Neutrons were measured in coincidence with outgoing 14 Be particles and the reconstructed decay energy spectrum exhibits a resonance at 1.8 (1) MeV. This corresponds to 15 Be being unbound by 0.45 MeV more then 16 Be thus significantly hindering the sequential two-neutron decay of 16 Be to 14 The increased intensities of rare isotope beams has opened up new opportunities to produce and study nuclides beyond the neutron drip line [1] . One-and two-proton removal reactions as well as light-particle transfer reactions have been used to populate unbound nuclei from neutron unbound hydrogen (up to 7 H [2] ) to fluorine ( 28 F [3] ) isotopes. Of recent interest are nuclei that decay by the emission of two neutrons. For example the ground state of 16 Be was observed to decay by the emission of two strongly correlated neutrons [4] [5] [6] and in 26 O indications of two-neutron radioactivity were reported [7] .
The analysis of two-proton radioactivity has shown that diproton emission is favorable only when the decay via the sequential emission of two protons is energetically not allowed [8] . For the emission of two neutrons this situation seems to be the case in the decay of the aforementioned case of 16 Be, which was observed to be unbound with respect to the emission of two neutrons by 1.35(10) MeV [4] . The search for an intermediate resonance in 15 Be was unsuccessful [9] . Spyrou et al. populated 15 Be using a two-proton removal reaction from 17 C. From the nonobservation of any 14 Be fragments it was concluded that any populated states of 15 Be must be located above the unbound first excited state of 14 Be and thus decay by the emission of three sequential neutrons into 12 Be.
Presently little is known about 15 Be. It has never been demonstrated explicitly to be unbound, however, from the fact that the heavier isotone 16 B is unbound [10, 11] it can be deduced that 15 Be also is unbound with respect to neutron emission. Furthermore, the predicted level structure of 15 Be is still uncertain. While early shell-model calculations predicted a 5/2 + ground state with an excited 3/2 + state at 70 keV [12] more recent calculations with NUSHELLX [13] Hamiltonian [14] resulted in a 3/2 + ground state and 5/2 + excited state at 300 keV [9] . The two-proton removal reaction from 17 C is expected to strongly populate the 3/2 + state and not the 5/2 + state [9] . In addition, the 3/2 + state is also calculated to have a strong spectroscopic overlap with the first unbound excited 2 + state in 14 Be. Thus, the population of the 3/2 + state in 15 Be would likely lead to a three-neutron sequential decay to 12 Be. This scenario was confirmed from the nonobservation of 14 Be in the two-proton removal experiment [9] . However, it cannot be ruled out that the 5/2 + state is located at a sufficiently low energy to serve as the intermediate state for the sequential two neutron decay of 16 Be. In order to search for this state we performed an experiment using neutron transfer from a deuterated polyethylene target, which should not have the high selectivity of the proton removal reaction and thus should populate both the 3/2 + and the 5/2 + states in 15 Be.
The experiment was performed at the National Superconducting Cyclotron Laboratory (NSCL) at Michigan State University. A 120 MeV/u 18 O primary beam from the Coupled Cyclotron Facility bombarded a 3196 mg/cm 2 9 Be production target. The A1900 fragment separator in conjunction with a 1050 mg/cm 2 aluminum achromatic wedge degrader was used to separate and select for the 14 Be secondary beam. The final energy of the beam was 59 MeV/u with a momentum spread of 2%, an intensity of approximately 1000 pps, and a purity of 96.5%. The beam particles were cleanly identified on an event by event basis, using the flight time between two plastic scintillators placed at the A1900 focal plane and just in front of the reaction target. The 14 Be beam impinged upon a 435 mg/cm 2 deuterated polyethylene target, where 15 Be was produced in a neutron transfer reaction. The unbound 15 Be then immediately decayed into 14 Be and a neutron.
The 14 Be reaction products were deflected by a large-gap dipole magnet [15] set to a magnetic rigidity of 3.55 Tm. Following the large-gap dipole magnet the position and angle information was calculated for the charged particles by interacting with two 30 cm × 30 cm cathode readout drift chambers separated by 1.88 m. Energy loss and total energy were measured in 5 mm and 150 mm thick plastic scintillators, respectively. The energy and momentum vector of the fragments were reconstructed from a transformation matrix based on the magnetic field map using the program COSY INFINITY [16] .
Coincident neutrons were measured with the Modular Neutron Array (MoNA) [17, 18] . The 144 plastic scintillator detectors of the array were arranged into 18 walls each 80 cm tall. The walls were assembled into two close-packed blocks located at 0 • and 23 • from the secondary beam direction, with their respective distances from the target being 650 cm and 470 cm. The position of a neutron interaction within the array was determined from the location of the corresponding bar and the time difference between the signals of the photomultiplier tubes attached to each end of the bars. The neutron energy was determined from the time of flight between the reaction target scintillator and the average time of the photomultiplier tube signals of each bar. The momentum vector of each interaction was then reconstructed from the calculated position and energy.
After the dipole magnet, beryllium was identified in an energy loss versus time-of-flight plot as shown in Fig. 1(a) , where the energy loss in the 5 mm plastic scintillator is plotted against the flight time from the reaction target to this scintillator. Beryllium, lithium, and helium are cleanly separated. To achieve isotope separation, the technique described in Ref. [19] was used to create an "emittance" parameter xtx, which is calculated from the dispersive position and angle after the large-gap dipole magnet. The parameter xtx is then plotted versus time of flight to achieve isotopes separation. Figure 1(b) shows the isotopic separation for beryllium. The intense peak in the beryllium band corresponds to the unreacted 14 Be beam, the identified isotopes are indicated. The gap corresponds to the absence of unbound 13 Be. To minimize the unreacted beam contribution in Fig. 1(b) all events were required to have a coincident neutron detected in MoNA. This allows for the separation of the slower 14 Be reaction products from the remaining unreacted beam.
The fact that the unreacted beam could not be separated from the reaction fragments by the sweeper magnet resulted in a large number of random coincidence events in MoNA. Figure 2 shows the neutron time-of-flight spectra where these events appear as a uniform background under the peak of neutrons from the reaction (black points). These events are mostly due to room background γ rays, which trigger the MoNA bars but do not deposit a large amount of energy. An energy threshold of 3 MeV was sufficient to eliminate these γ rays (red points in Fig. 2) . In order to select only neutrons from the decay of 15 Be, a gate requiring only beam velocity neutrons was applied eliminating the remaining slower neutrons.
The decay energy was calculated from the fragment and neutron energy and momentum vectors. The decay energy spectrum for 15 Be shown in Fig. 3 is dominated by a peak near 2 MeV.
A deuterated polyethylene target was selected in order to maximize the number of nuclei and minimize the overall energy loss, which represents the dominant contribution to the overall decay energy resolution. With this target 15 Be can be populated by neutron transfer from the deuterons or the carbon nuclei. In order to investigate any possible differences between 15 Be decay energy spectrum. The data are shown by the circles with statistical error bars. The best fit to the data (solid black line) is a sum of an l = 2 resonance (green shortdashed line) and background contributions approximated by l = 0 (red long-dashed line) and l > 0 (blue dotted line) components. In the inset the decay energy for the deuterated polyethylene target (black solid points) is compared to the carbon target (red open squares). The carbon data is normalized to the same counts as the deuterated polyethylene data. these two reactions, a 300 mg/cm 2 carbon target was used for 10% (16 hours) of the experiment. As shown in the inset of Fig. 3 the decay energy spectra for the carbon target (red open squares) and the deuterated polyethylene target (black solid points) are statistically identical. This indicates that the invariant mass reconstruction is independent of the reaction mechanism used to populate the state in 15 Be.
In order to determine the decay energy of this resonance, Monte Carlo simulations were performed where the incoming beam characteristics, reaction mechanism, and detector resolutions were taken into account. The neutron interactions within MoNA were simulated with GEANT4 [20, 21] using the MENATE_R package [22] as described in Ref. [23] .
The experimental decay energy spectrum was fitted using an energy-dependent Breit-Wigner distribution assuming an l = 2 decay along with a background contribution. The background is most likely due to the population of unbound higher-lying states. Other than the peak close to 2 MeV no other distinct resonance features are apparent, so the background was approximated with a combination l = 0 and l > 0 component. These contributions were selected to reproduce the background below 1 MeV and above 3 MeV, respectively. The line shapes shown in Fig. 3 were calculated with a scattering length of −2.5 fm and a single resonance at 3.5 MeV with a width of 0.8 MeV. The overall fit was not sensitive to the detailed parametrizations of the background contribution and they should not be interpreted as distinct states in 15 Be.
The l = 2 resonance energy, width, and normalization, along with the normalization of the two background contributions were free parameters. The best fit to the data was achieved with a resonance energy of 1.8(1) MeV and a width of 575(200) keV along with two background components and is shown by the black solid line in Fig. 3 . The individual contributions of the resonance, l = 0 and l > 0 background contributions are shown by the green short-dashed, red long-dashed, and blue dotted lines, respectively. This observation corresponds to the first identification of the neutron-unbound nucleus 15 Be.
Shell-model calculations with NUSHELLX mentioned in the introduction predicted the 3/2 + ground state and the 5/2 + excited state to be unbound by 2.5 MeV and 2.8 MeV, respectively. It is conceivable that the observed peak corresponds to a sum of both of these states, however this is not required by the data. The extracted width of the single-component fit [575(200) keV] is consistent with the calculated single-particle width of 405 keV.
According to the FRESCO [24] calculations the 5/2 + state should be populated more than the 3/2 + state by about a factor of 1.5. However, the spectroscopic overlap of the two states with the ground state of 14 Be are significantly different. While the 5/2 + state has substantial spectroscopic strength (0.44) for decaying to the ground state of 14 Be, the ground-state decay branch of the 3/2 + state is much weaker (0.07) and it will predominantly decay to the first excited 2 + state of 14 Be with an l = 0 transition. Thus, the present peak is tentatively assigned to the 5/2 + state. The cross section for populating this state in 15 Be by neutron transfer from carbon and deuterium were measured to be 1.1(6) mb and 0.7(5) mb, respectively. These cross sections are consistent with FRESCO calculations. The cross section for the neutron transfer from carbon was calculated to be 0.7 mb using optical potentials derived from 12 C induced reaction at 50 MeV/nucleon [25] . For the transfer from deuterium calculations with several different global optical potentials [26] [27] [28] resulted in cross sections from 1-2 mb.
The current experiment does not resolve the question of which of the two states corresponds to the ground state. Figure 4 summarizes the experimental status of the neutron-rich beryllium isotopes. The nonobservation of 14 Be 14 Be is from [29] , the lower limit for the 3/2 + is from Ref. [9] , the 15 Be 5/2 + state is from the present work and the two-neutron separation energy for 16 Be is from Ref. [4] .
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in the two-proton knockout experiment established a lower limit for the decay energy of the 3/2 + state of 1.54 MeV [9] . This state will decay to the unbound first excited 2 + state of 14 Be, which then subsequently will decay via 13 Be to the ground state of 12 Be. This state will be difficult to observe because it will require the kinematic reconstruction of three neutrons. The present result places the 5/2 + state at a decay energy of 1.8(1) MeV. As shown in Fig. 4 this places the 15 Be state above the 16 Be ground state by 450(140) keV. Using the formalism described in Refs. [30, 31] the partial width for the sequential decay of 16 Be through this 15 Be intermediate state was calculated to be 3.5 +2.5 −1.8 keV. This small width is due to the large energy difference of the two states and the angular momentum barrier for this l = 2 transition. The previously measured large total width of 800 +100 −200 keV for the decay of 16 Be [4] thus cannot be explained with the sequential decay through the 5/2 + state in 15 Be. In addition to the direct decay, the sequential decay through the still unobserved 3/2 + state in 15 Be could contribute to the total decay width of 16 Be.
In conclusion, we observed the neutron-unbound nucleus 15 Be for the first time. It was populated with neutron transfer from a deuterated polyethylene target in inverse kinematics with a radioactive beam of 14 Be. 15 Be decays by neutron emission to 14 Be with a decay energy of 1.8(1) MeV and a spin and parity of 5/2 + is tentatively assigned to the state based on shell-model calculations.
